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QUESTION NO: 1

Given the SFRA Controller below:

Why would a JavaScript debugger, that is stopped at line 06, fail to show the viewData variable in the inspection tool?

A. viewData is declared but not assigned

B. viewData is assigned but not declared

C. viewData is a B2C Script reserved name

D. cache.applyDefaultCache is not a valid middleware

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 2

What are two appropriate uses of the ISML tag that follow B2C Commerce and SFRA best practices? (Choose two.)

A. Display a section of the page to logged users only.

B. Show a different 

C. Redirect users to the registration page if they are not logged in.

D. Implement involved business logic through conditional statements.

ANSWER: B D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://support.intershop.com/kb/index.php/Display/247F41
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QUESTION NO: 3

Universal Containers wants to add a model field to each product. Products will have localespecific model values.

How should the Digital Developer implement the requirement?

A. Utilize resource bundles for translatable values.

B. Set the model field as a localizable attribute.

C. Store translated model values in different fields; one field for each locale.

D. Add model to a new custom object with localizable attributes.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 4

The Home-Show route uses this middleware chain:

server.get(‘Show’, consentTracking.consent, cache.applyDefaultCache,

function (req, res, next) {

// based code here

});

The developer added Home.js in another cartridge, which is before the original cartridge in the cartridge path, to extend that 
route but it does not have the middleware chain:

server.append(‘Show’, function (req, res, next) {

// custom code here });

Assuming the code is correct on both functions, what is the expected result?

A. The custom code executes and then the base code executes

B. A RunTime error is thrown, “Error: Params do not match route”

C. The base code executes, but the custom code is ignored because the signature lines do not match

D. The base code executes and then the custom code executes

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 5
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A Digital Developer added a file named MyBusinessController.js in the cartridge named app_project. The project design calls 
for this new file to override

MyBusinessController.js in client_project. The client_project cartridge contains other necessary functionality. Additional 
functionality is also included in the storefront_core and storefront_controllers cartridges.

Which cartridge path meets the project requirements?

A. client_project:app_project:storefront_controllers:storefront_core

B. app_project:storefront_controllers:storefront_core

C. app_project:client_project:storefront_controllers:storefront_core

D. storefront_core:storefront_controllers:client_project:app_project

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 6

Which two of these situations are appropriate cases for using the B2C Commerce OCAPIs?

(Choose two.)

A. Extending System Object Type definitions with new attributes.

B. Displaying a list of B2C Commerce products in a mobile app.

C. Showing the customer's information in their B2C Commerce “My Account” page.

D. Updating Inventory information from a management software.

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 7

A developer has configured the following log levels for categories & sub categories as

WARN logging is enabled for 'product’ and DEBUG for "product.import"

What will be the log level used for various categories and sub-categories?

A. WARN and ERROR are lugged for product" and all its subcategories. For the subcategory 'product.import' DEBUG and 
INFO are also logoed

B. WARN and ERROR are logged fix product' and all its subcategories. For the subcategory’’ product.import* DEBUG and 
INFO are not logged.

C. WARN and FRROR ate lugged for product" and all its subcategories.
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ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

A Digital Developer is tasked with setting up a new Digital Server Connection using UX Studio in their sandbox.

Which three items are required to accomplish this task? (Choose three.)

A. Instance Version

B. Instance Hostname

C. Business Manager Username

D. Keystore Password

E. Business Manager Password

ANSWER: B D E 

Explanation:

Reference: https://medium.com/@fsjohnny/lets-develop-with-salesforce-commerce-cloud-part-1setting-up-your-
development-environment-b16044708d09

QUESTION NO: 9

A Digital Developer must resolve a performance issue with product tiles. The Developer determines that the product tiles are 
NOT being cached for a long enough period.

Which two methods can the Developer use to verify the cache settings for the product tiles?

(Choose two.)

A. Enable cache information in the storefront toolkit and view the cache information for the product tile.

B. View the cache information provided by the Merchant Tools > Technical Reports Business Manager module.

C. View the product list page cache settings provided in the Administration > Manage Sites Business Manager module.

D. Enable the template debugger to verify the cache times for the producttile.isml template.

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 10

A developer wants to embed a link to a content page from within the body of another content asset.
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The target content asset ID is: about-us

Which option represents the correct format to use?

A. $url(‘Content-Page’, ‘cid’, ‘about-us’)$

B. $url(‘Content-Show’, ‘about-us’)$

C. $url(‘Page-Show’, ‘about-us’)$

D. $url(‘Page-Show’, ‘cid’, ‘about-us’)$

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 11

A merchant uploads an image using the Content Image Upload module of Business Manager.
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Which three modules can the merchant or developer use to display the image on the Storefront?

(Choose three.)

A. Content assets

B. Storefront catalogs

C. ISML templates

D. Content slots

E. Payment types

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 12

Which three techniques improve client-side performance in production while following documented best practices? (Choose 
three.)

A. Use one style sheet for each ISML decorator template.

B. Place CSS outside of templates.

C. Compress CSS.

D. Use inline Javascript.

E. Combine several images into a single image.

ANSWER: A C D 

QUESTION NO: 13

A developer is asked to improve the maintainability of a page by reducing its code repetition.

What are two techniques the developer should implement to achieve this? (Choose two.)

A. Implement template decorators paired with replace tags

B. Embed partial files using ISML expressions

C. Require and render templates with tags

D. Use local template includes

ANSWER: B C 
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QUESTION NO: 14

A client sells its product in single-brand stores as well as in multi-brand stores. When shown in the store locator list, the client 
wants the single-brand stores to have a particular background color to highlight them.

Which Business Manager action should be completed to allow the developer to apply different styling to the single-brand 
stores?

A. Add a Boolean custom attribute to the Store system object

B. Configure the existing Store custom object type definition

C. Adjust the relevant Site Preference in the Stores group

D. Create a new SingleBrandStore custom object configuration

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 15

A Digital Developer has been given a requirement to add fault tolerance to an existing web service integration that uses 
Service Framework. Administrators at Universal Containers need to be able to configure the timeout and rate limiting.

Which approach should the Developer use to implement the requirement?

A. Implement a ServiceUnavailableException exception handler to execute fallback code.

B. Implement a condition that checks to see if the response was empty and execute fallback code if true.

C. Create a site preference to store timeout settings and implement an IOException handler to execute fallback code.

D. Use the setTimeout method to execute fallback code if the request has NOT completed.

ANSWER: A 
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